
Mats for the Homeless Instructions 
 
Supplies: Crochet hook size L (8 mm) or N (9 mm), approximately 600-700 plastic 
shopping bags (grocery store bags are best; do not use bags if the plastic is too ‘heavy’ 
or ‘stiff’ or 'slippery'), and sharp scissors 
 
Making the plarn (plastic yarn): 
1. Making sure the store bag is right side out, flatten it along its natural pleats. Fold it 3x 
and carefully cut off the handles and the bottom seam, making sure to get the entire 
seam off. 
2. Cut the remaining plastic into 3 3” strips. Each strip represents 1 loop of plarn. You 
can generally get 3 loops/ grocery store bag. DO NOT MAKE THE STRIPS TOO 
NARROW!! The loops must be at least 2 3/4” wide to create a mat. 
3. Connect the cut strips/loops together using a Larks head slip knot. Continue adding 
strips, winding a ball of plarn as you go, until the ball is about 6-10” in diameter. KEEP 
THE TENSION GENTLY TAUNT or you will have excess plarn on one side of each 
look, making it difficult later to crochet. Do NOT worry if you have a large knot as long 
as it is centered. 
 
Crocheting the mat 
1. Inserting your hook into the first loop, chain 41 stitches (more or less). The gauge you 
are trying to obtain is enough stitches to make a mat 36” wide. After your first row is 
done, turn your work over, chain 1, and begin single crocheting 40 stitches (1 less for 
the turn) back the other way. Continue in this fashion, keeping count so the edges aren't 
uneven until the mat is approximately 6” long. The final mat should be a rectangle 3’x6’. 
NOTE: The first 2 rows are always the hardest - once you are on row 3 it gets a lot 
easier! 
 
Adding a caring strap and securing straps 
On your final row, crochet the first 10-12 stitches. From there, chain 40 stitches and 
attach the chain to the other side, about 10-12 stitches from the other end. Turn your 
work and single crochet back and forth along this carry strap about 4-5x, anchoring it 
well on either side. 
 
About 2 stitches on the INSIDE of the strap and along the top edge, insert your hook, 
draw through plarn and crochet a single chain stitch about 50 stitches long. Do the 
same to the other side. This creates securing straps that will tie your mat together once 
rolled. 
 
THINGS TO REMEMBER: 
▪ Remember to cut the entire handle and bottom seam off as you prep bags. You can do 
up to 3 bags the same size at a time but be careful they don’t shift while cutting. 
▪ Try to recycle your scraps. 
▪ Remember to keep count as you crochet so your final product has nice edges. 


